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-BIRCH’S LAWANDTHE PROPERTIES OF HIGH TEMPERATUREF1,UID METALS

J. U. Shaner,

Los Alamos National Laboratory*
Los Alamos, Nev Mexico, 87545, USA

Abstract

By comparing acoustic velocities in fluid metals o~er a very vide

range of densities ve have established Birch’s Law as an approximate
representation over the entire liquid range. For a given liquid ❑etal
the acoustic velocity is close to lineer in density, vith a slope de-
termined by the atomic veight, The measurements include isobaric ex-
pansion to less than half normal density, ultrasonics on molten ❑etals
at 1 atmosphere, and shock-melted metals to greater than twice normal
density. We also find unusual behavior of the Gruneisen gamma, vtiich

can be expla~ned in terms of simple fluid models.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to identify vhat materials lie deep in the ●arth from seismic
velocities, Bitch proposed am empirical lav that bulk and ●lastic wave
velocities should scale inearly with density and inversely as the square root
of the atomic ~eight. { This law was based on elastic constant measurements on
rocks to 10 kbar, representing a density change of only 10%, and some earl
shock wave data fro,fi which raretaction velocities vere calculated or measured. 3

Since Birch’s original work, several people have tried to explain the linear
density dependence as anLapproximation over a limited density range to more gen-
erai solid state models. For example, for a normal mode of a simple solid the
acou9tic wave dispersion relationship is u = ck, where c is the vave velocity.
Since the k vector scales as the reciprocal of the Interparticle spacing,
a~nkla~np = 1/3. Using the mode gamma definition of Gruneisen’s gamma,
aQntWainp - y, one has

a~nc
Kp

- y - 1/3 ,

vhl~h ~ntegratecl becomes

Ac-Ap,

(1)

(2)

~ork performed under ti)e a~spices of the U,S, Department of Energy,
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where A = y - 1/3. Since y is generally in the range 1 - 2’ for most simple
solids, A should be around 1.

Over the past few years we have used the optical analyzer technique to mea-
sure the pressure at whi h shocked materials lose their ability to support

3
lon-

gitudinal elastic waves. At higher shock pressures, a release wave moves into a
fluid-like material at the bulk wave velocity. Above the shock melting. pressure
we then have measurements of the acoustic velocity of the fluid. New ata for
liquid lead, obtained by this technique, are presented by Boness, et al. t

Another method of measuring thermodynamic properties of fluid metals is the
isobaric expansion experiment (IEX). In this experiment, a metal wire is heated
in a gas pressure vessel quickly enough so normal hydrodynamic instabilities
play no role in the heating dynamics, but slowly enough so that sobaric condi-
tions apply, and the electrodynamics skin effect is insignificant. { The function
of the gas pressure is to stabilize a homogeneous fluid phase over the widest
de~sity range nossible. After heating the wire to 5000-10,000 K in several tens
of microseconds, we often find a stable liquid column for 10 microseconds,
during which time we can perform detailed optical pyrometry or an acoustic
velocity measurement.

The acoustic velocity measurement consists of a stress pulse .nduced by a
Q-switched ruby laser pulse of -0.1 J in 20 nsec, focussed to a spot roughly
0.1 mm on the central portion of the fluid column. This pulse propagates at the
bulk sound relc~ity across the diameter of the wire and initiates a stress wave
in the gas at a point diametrically opposite from the laser focal spot. The gas
stress wave is detected by Schlieren photography with a streak camera. The
velocity is simply th? diameter divided by the time interval between the
exciting laser pulse and the initiation of the gas stress wave. This techniq!!e
has nllowed us to nlake measurements of aco stic velocity in lead, for example,
expanded to almost one third normal density. U

The combination of acoustic velocity and a track on the equation of state
(EOS) surface in the form of a (P,V,T) isobar, or a Hugoniot,
termine two orthogonal derivatives of the EOS. Swenson,

et al gllowone to de.
. show how to

obtain the Gruneisen gamma,

from the Hugoti!o
metr~c, orthogotli~l
data, one can ob[n

)av Y

‘“tiipc ‘

(3)

and acoustic velocity. This derivative is, up to a simple
to the isothermal bulk modulus, tlftt, isobaric expansion
n the Grcncisen gamma ftom

(4)
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where H is the enthalpy, the electrical energy input at constant pressure, and c
is the acoustic velocity. Temperature measurements along the Hugoniot permit an
experimental determi ation of the isothermal bulk modulus by straightforward but ~
tedious arithmetic. ! Along the isobar, the isothermal bulk modulus, BT, can be
determined from

Cp . Cv + a2VTBT ,

and

C2= VBT Cp/Cv , (5)

where a is the volume
ities. Everything is

2. EXPERIPIENTALDATA

thermal expansion coefficient and Cp v are the heat capac-
measured experimentally in Eq. (5) ekcept Cv and ~.

We present acoustic velocity data for expanded liquid lead and tantalum in
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1, Acoustic velocity in heated, expanded liquid metals: a) lead
(Ref. 8); b) tantalum (Ref. 10).

The lead data at high temperatures and expansions show no pressure depender~ce.
Since the P,V isobars separate at high temperatures we can aay that the acoustic
velocity is only weakly temperature dependent, tit least at high expansions.
These isobaric expansion data show the normally observed linear de~endence of
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acoustic velocity on’
1!

ensity, but to mbch higher expansions than are usually
obtained for metals.

The combination of data presently available for acoustic velocity in metals
in expar:sion, shock compression, and at the one-atmosphere m lting point is
shown in Fig. 2, including ~~e recent data of Boness, et al. % The N2 data are
from Monte Carlo calculations. The change of slope in the Pb data from expan-
sion to compression is well outside experimental error. It is important to
realize that in the shock compression regions the density derivative of the
temperature is positive, while it is negative in the expansion region, so any
temperature dependence might tend to skew the data with respect to a straight
line fit. In principle one should plot isotherms of c vs. density, bt’t ur,der
the extreme energy density conditions of these experiments, well defined thermo-
dynamic data are limited,

In Fig. 3 we show the other part of Birch’s law for fluid metals - that the
sound velocity shouid scale as the reciprocal square root of th~ atomic mass,
This relationship works well for metals in the same column of the periodic
table, which therefore have similar core structures. The offset of one metal
group” from another has no such simple interpretation yet.

Figure 2. Density dependence of
sound velocity for liquid metals.
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Figure 3. Acoustic velocity of liquid
metals as a function of atomic mass,
The thermodynamic state is the
1 atmosphere melting point in all
cases (Ref. 13).

Gruneisen’s gamma shows unexpected behavior for Pb when lotted against
density alone, as is shown in Fig. 4, gThe data of Boness, et al. , show PY to
be weakly density dependent, on the other hand, the IEX data show y/p to be
roughly constant, Therefore, the slope of y(p) changes sign around normal den-
sity in this represetltation.
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Figure 4. Density dependence of Gruneisen’s Gamma for liquid lead.

3. DISCUSSION

The data of Fig. 2 show that the Birch’s law suggestion that c is linear in
density works reasonably well, even over a density range of three to five, for
metals in the liquid range. The averago slopes decrease monotonically with
atomic mass, At low densities the linearity must break down as one approaches
the ideal gas limit, which is independent of danalty.

We should comment that the display of c and y vs. density alone is somewhat
misleading, since the temperature varies dramatically along these curves. For
example, one can prove rigorously that the density derivative of c along the ‘
Hugoniot must be greater than or equal to the same derivative along the isobdr,
which leads to some of the curvature observed when combining isobaric with shock
data, If isotherms were plotted, we might expect an ●ven better representation
of Birchts law,

For a linear shock velocity vs. particle velocity, U ■ C + SUP, the’
pressure derivative of the jsentro~ic bulk modulus is given By B“ = 4S-1, Thus ,
for a simple two parameter aquation of state, B~ should scale-
the 4S-1 power, or

c - (Bs/p)
1/2 - J2S-1) ,

Since most Hugoniots have S between 1 and 1.5, one expects
linear and quadratic in density, at least in the compression
show that this scaljng e~tends to significant expansions as

like density to

(6)

c to scale between
range, Our data
well, The curious
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density ~dependence of gamma can be explained-simply by a temperature dependent y .
. .

in the fluid pl,ase.
Iin

fact , using the soft sphere model, which has been
applied:to the IEX data, one obtains an f~plicitly temperature depende~,t y,
and the observed shape of the Y(P) curve. The explicit temperature dependence
of y must be included for any accurate calculation of the adiabatic gradient, in
a convecting fluid, for example. Recognition of an explicitly temperature de-
pendent y in the liquid is also of particular importance in calculating
isothermal compression curves from Hugoniot data extending well into the liquid.
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